RELAY COMPETITION – EVENT SUMMARY
Team Make-up: maximum 4 students: 1 freshman, 1 freshman or sophomore, 1 freshman, sophomore or
junior, 1 student from any level. Substitutions for team members, keeping the same team make-up
restriction, may be made between rounds. While questions will be based on having the order of students
as freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, students may sit in any order as long as the grade level
restrictions for the overall team make-up are kept.
Questions: 3 rounds; 1 question per team member per round.
Note: additional rounds are available to replace rounds with upheld appeals
Time: 7 minutes per round
Format: Team members each do a problem, passing back an answer sheet with their answer and any previous
answers, which will be used by the following team member to complete their problem.
Students may pass back multiple answer sheets until the last student in the row has submitted the team
answer. Each student may do only one problem.
Only the last team member may stand and submit an answer. The last team member may stand and
submit an answer sheet at either of the first two commands (3 minutes and 5 minutes) and must stand
and submit an answer sheet at the final command (7 minutes) if an answer sheet has not already been
submitted.
All battery operated calculators permitted, including CAS-type
Answers must be legible; answer sheet must not have any stray marks or symbols, only student answers. No
codes may be used in recording answers.
Answer must be exact unless otherwise indicated in the question
Scoring: Correct answers are worth 2 points each. Bonus points are given if all four answers are correct and
the answer sheet is submitted at the 3 minute mark (First Command – 5 bonus points), or at the 5 minute
mark (Second Command – 3 bonus points).
Maximum score per round is 13 points; total of 39 points per team for all rounds.

